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Description of tehnopol and incubator Tallinn Science Park Tehnopol is a business 
environment for tech-companies, providing 
infrastructure, business development and 
incubation services.  



Startup Incubator invests up to €10 000 worth of 
expertize to a start-up company in one year to 
reach sustainable revenue phase (€200k+) or 
seed round investment (€100k+).  



ENTRANCE	and	exit	

Idea	
Team		

(prototype)	
Scalability	

 

Investment	
(100k	€)	

Export	revenue	
(200k	€)	

Expert panels to evaluate the ideas take place each Thursday.   
 



Business	model	
	

Sales,	markeOng	 Investor	readiness	

+ product dev. / legal / financial / business matchmaking / IP 

FOCUS	@	Startup	Incubator	



Co-working	HUB	 Events,	
panels,	
trainings	

1500h	of	
coaching	

TOOLS	@	Startup	Incubator	





BUSINESS	MODEL	@	Startup	Incubator	

3% equity 95€ + success fee 

sales and sponsorships 



KPIs achieved at Startup Incubator 
* 37 companies in portfolio, 220 graduated, 60% 
successful 
* €17,5M capital raised by the portfolio 
* Total success rate of the portfolio is 60% 



Why do we measure things? 
* Stakeholders have clear overview of the ROI 
* Impact on the start-up ecosystem  
* Not interfering with private service providers 
* Keeping our processes running as smooth as 
possible 



Some of the metrics we are using: 
* Companies in active portfolio 
* Success rate and investments raised 
* Time invested by active mentors 
* Revenue of the portfolio and alumni  
* ROI 
* Share options in companies 
* Number of applications 
* Business sectors in the portfolio  
* HUB usage and event statistics 



We react on metrics. We measure stuff we 
can change. We keep our KPIs as public as 
possible.  



What has changed because of 
metrics?  
* Value proposition to the companies and 
stakeholders 
* Clear entrance and exit point of the program 
* Portfolio is in constant change 
* Rate of investments goes up 
* Portfolio is paying our bills  
* Quality of the service provided 



Key takeaways:  
* If the KPIs are hard to implement, you must be doing something 
wrong 
* Mix of KPIs should measure your performance, impact and 
activities 
* Invest in KPIs (time, money). Change ASAP if needed.  



Thank	you!	
(no	quesOons	shows	the	good	quality	and	thoroughness	of	the	presentaOon)	

Follow	us:	#tehnopol	
Visit	us:	www.tehnopol.ee	


